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 THE MUSICAL TIMES.-AUGUST I, 1879. 435
 chorus leads directly to a kind of epilogue (also choral),
 wherein we find consolation for the evanescence of noble
 and lovely lives. "Yet a death-song upraised by the lips
 of affection is glorious" sings the poet, adding, " He that
 is mean and base passes unsung to the grave." Here
 Goetz draws together all his energies for a supreme effort,
 and the result is grand. What earnest, exalted and expies-
 sive music have we now! It is both strong and tender,
 like all great things in art. Take, for example, the passage
 " He that is mean and base," &c., wherein, by the way, we
 see another reflection of Mendelssohn's spirit. We know
 but little that is more powerfully true to poetic purport than
 this, but, indeed, a like observation is applicable to the whole
 Cantata, which should henceforth be a precious possession
 in the hands of English amateurs. If it be said that we
 have written a rhapsody instead of a review, our only
 answer is, that everybody who makes the acquaintance of
 this work will admit the inevitableness of a rhapsody, and
 grant the needlessness of a review.

 Novello's Part-Song Book. (Second Series.)
 I. Spring's Approach (Friihlings Anfang). 2. Wild Rose

 (Wildr6schen). 3. In the Woods (Waldlied). 4. The Rose
 and the Soul (Rose und Seele). 5. Adieu to the Woods
 (Abschied vom Walde). 6. King Winter (Herr Winter).
 Translated from the German of F. A. Muth by Mrs.
 Cary-Elwes. Composed by Seymour J. Egerton.

 The Triumph of Death. Poetry by Shakespeare. Com-
 posed by C. Holland.

 It was a Lover and his Lass. Poetry by Shakespeare.
 Composed by Josiah Booth.

 Love's Question and Reply. Poetry by C. Mackay.
 Composed by John B. Grant.

 [Novello, Ewer and Co.]
 THE rapid spread of Choral Societies renders the demand

 for part-music so pressing, that were it not for works like
 that under notice, the supply must shortly become exhausted.
 The activity of the firm, however, which has done much to
 create this want, is not likely to be relaxed now that the re-
 sult, long aimed at, has been so successfully achieved; and
 the collection of four-part songs and madrigals contained in
 Novello's " Part-Song Book " may be always relied on, not
 only as a library of the best standard part-music by modern
 composers, but as a vehicle for issuing entirely new works
 by accredited writers. The nine four-part songs for mixed
 voices now under review, are here published for the first
 time. Six, by the Honourable Seymour J. Egerton-with
 the original German words and an English translation by
 Mrs. Cary-Elwes-may be cited as most favourable ex-
 amples of clear and refined writing; and we shall be much
 surprised if some of these, at least, do not attain the popu-
 larity they deserve. No. I is a quiet and musicianlike setting
 of the words, which cannot fail to be effective with a well-
 trained choir; and, although the same may be said of No. 2,
 we have in addition several beautiful points-as, for instance,
 where the phrase, " The white wings of angels shall fan her
 sweet face," is so tenderly answered by all the voices, from
 acute to grave, in succession. No. 3, in F minor and major,
 most sympathetically expresses some very beautiful verses,
 which-like all those in this set of songs-are so excellently
 translated as to convey no suspicion of their not being
 original. We particularly admire the fresh effect of the
 change into the major on the words " Ten thousand loves; "
 and the return to the minor throughout is thoroughly
 in accordance with the feeling of the poetry, a merit not
 always to be found in compositions of this character. No.
 4, in the somewhat unusual key of F sharp major, is ex-
 ceedingly simple in construction, a good effect being gained
 in the last four bars by the long holding notes in all the parts,
 on the words " Heavy moan and sigh." No. 5, although
 melodious and well written, is scar'ely, perhaps, as attrac-
 tive as the others; but No. 6, " King Winter," which has
 already appeared in the Musical Times, is full of that quaint
 and rugged character which the poetry demands. Commenc-
 ing with a bold subject in A minor, the burst in the relative
 major on the phrase " Ha! who mocks me, tremble!"
 with the sudden change to A major, the voices entering in
 imitation, is extremely effective. The short " Andante,"
 intervening before the return of the joyous subject in the
 major, and the lingering concluding bars may also be cited
 as well-considered and artistic points in a song which does

 infinite credit to its composer. Miss Holland's part-song
 has already been performed with much success by Mr.
 Leslie's choir. The due expression of the words has
 evidently ruled the composer in the performance of her
 task more than the display of her own powers of elaborate
 part-writing; and the result is a placid composition which
 appropriately colours the touching and profound verses
 of Shakespeare. The harmonies are exceedingly good
 throughout, and the voice parts carefully and fluently
 written. Mr. Josiah Booth's quaint setting of Shake-
 speare's well-known poetry is thoroughly English in cha-
 racter, if we may be allowed to affirm that we have a
 national individuality. The melodiousness of the subjects,
 and the happy manner in which the voices respond in the
 oft-recurring phrases " Hey ding a ding a ding," and
 "with a hey, and a ho, and a hey nonino," will, we are
 certain, ensure for the song a welcome wherever it is heard.
 So hearty and spontaneous a composition must appeal
 powerfully to the many choral bodies in quest of novelty.
 The last part-song on our list is, we believe, the composi-
 tion of an American, and is a good example of quiet and
 unpretending writing. We scarcely know why it should
 have been printed in ? time; and fear that, from this
 cause, it will be difficult to prevent a choir from dragging
 the second bar of minims; but if it can be kept up to the
 speed evidently intended by the composer, it cannot fail to
 prove effective. It is extremely tuneful, and the harmonies
 are most appropriate throughout. We shall be glad again
 to meet Mr. Grant in a composition of somewhat ampler
 dimension.

 The Music of the Bible; with an account of the Develop-
 ment of Modern Musical Instruments fromn Ancient Types.
 By John Stainer, M.A., Mus. Doc., Magd. Coll., Oxon.
 [Novello, Ewer and Co., and Cassell, Petter and Galpin.)
 ALTHOUGH the substance of the contents of this volume

 is contained in a series of papers contributed by Dr. Stainer
 to the Bible Educator, so many alterations have been
 made, the author tells us in his preface, and so much new
 matter has been added, that the work assumes an im-
 portance far beyond that usually attached to mere re-
 printed articles. The idea of tracing the development of
 musical instruments from the earliest times through the
 medium of the Bible is one which, so ably carried out as
 it is in this work, materially increases the interest of the
 subject; for, as Dr. Stainer truly says, " the study of the
 history of ancient nations, whether with reference to their
 arts, religion, conquests, or language, seems to gather and
 be concentrated round the Book of Books," and it is better
 to base our remarks upon so authentic a record than to
 trust to the mere opinions-very often immaturely con-
 sidered-even of many of those who have presumedly
 studied the matter. The various instruments mentioned
 in Holy Scripture are divided in this work, as a modern
 orchestra would be divided, into stringed instruments, wind
 instruments, and instruments of percussion; and the re-
 lation they have to kindred instruments of our own time
 is then enlarged upon. The first instrument spoken of
 in the Bible is the kinnor, which, although translated harp
 in our version, seems almost proved to have been a lyre,
 if we may judge from the aptitude of an instrument
 of this class for the purposes to which the kinnor
 was devoted. The continuation of the subject of stringed
 instruments includes many highly interesting accounts of
 the ancient harps, of the dulcimer-the name of which is
 stated to have been probably derived from the Italian-the
 development of this instrument, gradually into the modern
 pianoforte, and of the Greek lyre (Kythros) ; the closing
 chapter of this portion of the work containing a remark
 with which we perfectly agree, that " there are but few
 original progenitors, perhaps indeed only one, of the very
 large number of stringed instruments now in existence." The
 chapters on wind instruments contain some valuable infor-
 mation upon the khalil (which was probably an oboe), the
 various ancient flutes, horns, trumpets, and bagpipes, with
 a history of the growth of the organ. We have then two
 chapters devoted to instruments of percussion, so many of
 which are alluded to in the Old Testament; and the
 author gives us the origin of the application of the word
 cembalo to express the pianoforte part in a full score. The
 final chapter treats of vocal music, and in this we have
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